A warm greeting to you there, Nathan -

First, want you to know that I am praying for you Nathan – hope you are doing well my friend.
Not sure if this is correct, but it is my understanding that you may be under some pressure, and considering to abandon
the Christian faith for the more trendy atheistic worldview of Darwinism – as presented on today’s campuses and
universities. No doubt they want you to think it is reasonable, and that is where this clever deception has blindly caught
everyone, for there is a serious and fatal error in their assumption. Keep in mind, one does not need the armour of a
Goliath to fight this giant, just a small simple stone will do the trick – as David so well proved. So enjoy weighing the
power of this simple stone, for when one understands its potential threat against this so-called “scientific fact”, the
deception behind Darwinism becomes fully exposed, collapsing into nothing more than pure and utter nonsense. A
stone that also reveals an embarrassing blind spot on even the highest and most well-educated minds – where their
brilliance merely accelerated these false assumptions into a globally accepted “flat-earth” rationalism, that still can
only offer up an empty box of short-sighted antidotal evidences which yield no transitional history in the fossil record.
So Nathan, Interested in killing Darwinism in less than two pages – maybe actually one?
In the simplest of terms - our lives depend on how we address the question regarding the origins of the Information in
you and in all life – where does it come from? Did it originate from the outside or inside? Does the information in you
have an Author or is it reasonable, where some have argued, that the ink of matter wrote itself onto the paper of a
distant one-celled you? And indeed, there are profound moral implications on which side of this question one deems
is the more reasonable assumption to place their faith and life upon. Yet like it or not one is making a foolish bet using
their own life in this Pascal’s Wager – for which assumption comes with a greater risk of consequences if one is wrong?
For if it is true that the information behind life came about because the Darwinian ink wrote the books of you and me –
its a zero-sum game that one looses nothing. But if ink can never create your book or image unless willed into existence
by an outside Intelligence, then life does not end at death but actually begins with external or eternal judgments that
one must consider very carefully. For Darwinism lulls us into a rebellious complacency where we make a fatal wager,
risking our own life, that there is no need for a Savior graciously taking my judgment and dying for my bad choices.
Does it really sound like a smart bet to risk your life, when he gave us his to preserve it? More on this point later...
Let’s explore the wager in Huxley’s argument for Darwinism.
On June 30th 1860, just seven months after the publication of Charles Darwin’s “On the Origin of Species”, there was
a debate at Oxford University between Thomas Huxley and Samuel Wiberforce on this very question regarding the
origin of information. The debate was if God was really needed to explain life’s origins, or could mere chance (the
unguided forces on matter in a chaotic series of collisions) become the new reason to explain our existence. And on
the surface, it appears that Huxley won the impossible, where he used for his argument a set of six eternal monkeys
who, (given the time and energy) were able type out in a rebellious mocking, the first verse of the 23rd Psalm. The
absurd became reasonable, more plausible by those wanting to free themselves from the fear imposed upon them by
a Creator who authored all things into existence. Huxley supposedly won the debate, and Darwinism is now the rage
of the heathen – God lost the debate, the Cat was deemed a myth, and so the mice can now play. Or so they make a
fool’s wager.

HUXLEY DEFINED DARWINISM AS REBELLION - NOT SCIENCE.
Darwin’s theory of evolution, as demonstrated in Huxley’s foundational debate about the origin of life’s information,
was and still is nothing but a rebellion – not a science. As all debates are fashioned in opposition to the integrity of a
contrary or opposing view, Huxley’s argument for Darwinism was to undermine the integrity of the rigid empirical sciences
of reason, leading a rebellion against the Author of creation and scripture. The Huxleyan argument brought legitimacy
to the false science of Darwinism, winning the debate with clever rhetoric based on faulty assumptions – not with any
hard empirical evidences. Today Darwinism is deceptively packaged in scientific rhetoric to impress and con the general
public, that still has no evidence, leading a rebellion that argues that book of you wrote itself into existence.
And because this is a rebellion, they are blinded from recognizing the fatal error within Huxley’s argument.

So where is the fatal error in Huxley’s argument?

THE FATAL STONE.
Huxley won the debate not because he proved that randomness can create information – for it cannot as you shall
see, but because an unrecognized reader was present and purposed to recognize and discern meaning – in this case
he was self-deceived because he blindly used himself as the reader, and thus exposing the fatal error in Darwinism.
For if one takes away the reader which is Intelligently recognizing order on matter - how then can any order or
information be recognized? Without keeping the unrecognized Huxleyan Reader present, the entire structure of
Darwinian reason falls from just this single stone sunk deep into the giant’s Huxleyan head. Darwinism is dead and
they are blind to this fact.

LET DAWKINS TYPE FOR HUXLEY.
But let me not be too hasty here. Let’s give poor old Huxley and the Darwinists a real advantage by swamping out
Huxley’s six eternal monkeys for an infinite number of eternal Richard Dawkins – only this time, let’s turn off the lights
so nothing can be read. Now let them type away in all their brilliant rants – but will anything happen? You know the
answer can only be – absolutely nothing! For with the lights off, and no reader can interact in what is written, with no
sense to recognize and react (which is the evidence of life being present) there is no reason or science that can be
attached to Darwinism or to Dawkin’s worthless contribution – the theory is nothing more than a great con job
maintained by the custodians of Marxism.

SEND HUXLEY AN SOS?
What else can one learn from Huxley’s fatal blindness? Well do not all readers require a “language convention” in
order to recognize the thoughts attached to those symbols being written? For example, It would of been a far simpler
task, expending less time, energy and fuel, had Huxley’s monkeys just simply typed out “SOS” or even using two other
keys which symbols express the same meaning, that is “...---...” but... since Morris code was not invented for another
45 years, the Huxleyan reader could not recognize (with intelligence) that any information was there to act upon in this
simple set of sequences. So naturally, no life or response could come forth, because no Intelligence or convention
was attached to match these symbols to meaning. Therefore even in the simplest of sequences, Intelligence is
obviously required – and so Huxley himself, as anyone can now see, merely proved Darwinism is dead without a very
well-informed reader present.
It is fascinating to me how the rebellion to embrace Darwinism is a wilful blindness, that ironically keeps them from
evolving out of Huxley’s fatal assumption. For what is more complex? The book or the one who reads and reacts to
the book? The DVD disk or the player that reads and reacts to the disk? Life is always in the reading of the written –
so it a very dangerous wager to reject the Intelligence who wrote you into existence. Information screams Intelligence
and you are it’s reader – so be careful how you read and react to this information, we must judge as we will be judged.

“Know ye that the Lord he is God: it is he that hath made us, and not we ourselves;
we are his people, and the sheep of his pasture.” – Psalm 100:3

———————————— DARWINISM IS FINISHED ————————————
and so is this letter, with room to spare – if you wish to end it here,
but there are a few more stones worth knowing.
Read on if you wish or my final thoughts on the last page.

MORE STONES TO THROWS...
THE PROBLEM OF INHERENT ORDER
Another problem is that Huxley had to introduce a machine such as a typewriter which is deceptive thinking again, for the
materialists think that matter has the same inherent properties as is designed into any finely tuned simplex machine such
as Huxley’s legendary typewriter - but matter does not have these attributes. So Huxley’s argument again is using inherent
order already in existence due to Intelligence – not chance. To illustrate this point: Give Huxley’s monkeys a Darwinian
box that does not allow any outside Intelligence onto the matter within. Then add the elements of a disassembled
typewriter into this box and let the monkeys (or even Richard Dawkins) start turning the box over and over to assemble
this machine of Inherent order - then ask yourself these questions...
Will the chaotic turns inside the box generate or destroy any existing order?
What is the reasonable expection we can be predicted with experimental certainty every time?
We all know the answers to these questions. Random collisions of socialize interactions will ruin the individuality of those
elements within the box – which is what Marxism promotes. And every student, every society held within the paradigm
of the Darwinian box are destroyed as any distinctive part would be as well. Their unique contribution or potential benefit
in society is ruined in the collisions of Darwinian chaos. Anyone knows it is impossible for endogenous assembly to occur
- for chaos destroys order – so Darwinism destroys any inherent order in a person’s worth, promoting a societal chaos
which must be judged as corrupt. All based on the Darwinian myth that chaos is our author.

THE PROBLEM OMITTING REVERSABILITY
Inherent order brings another problem in that they lock the order from reversing - which is an obvious deception - for all
proteins are reversible. The evolutionists always want energy to create but never to destroy, to cook but not burn. Even
DNA, Deoxyribonucleic acid which stores all the information in you must be protected from oxygen, for an oxidizing agent
will destroy this molecule of life if present.
So Darwinists can only allow for a positive upward and inherent (endogenous) force, and therefore the omission of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics prior to life must be rejected – for this Law states that all energy and order are running
down. One can observe this Law operating in a glass of ice mixed with hot water, where the two run down to a uniform
heat death. Darwinists omit this Law in order to reverse this process thinking one can evolve the ice and hot water (so to
speak) bringing life from lifeless matter. But why don't they believe their theory when life’s machine dies – when all the
existing order and chemistry is present? You know the answer – decay activates the moment the code cannot be read,
reversing any order back into dust? Therefore the codes and their readers are evidence of supernatural, intentional
preservation, keeping livings systems temporarily insulated in a state much like the ice and hot water.
Huxley is dead and rots. Darwin is dead and rots. Jesus died for you but is alive forever more. So whose words have the
power over life and death - those who death conquered or the one who conquered death for you?

THE NON-INTELLIGENCE OF DARWINIAN THINKING.
Darwinists believe that dead lifeless matter had the ability to see and plan how to build itself into life, knowing that
when it began to live that death would be given life too - so this dead thoughtless planner had to figure a way to survive
before death would take it. Building within itself a complex copy machine to replicate itself before running down. It
would have to know, see and plan what type of fuel or food was available so this dead thoughtless planner, could build
a digestive system to appropriate the right kind of fuel that eventually would energize it’s hopeful coming up into life.
Creating in itself a language of codes, with readers able to decode, then execute these commands in itself for selfauto-organization unto the next cycle of regeneration.
This is Darwinian ink writing a book that hopes an unrecognized reader will be present to recognize its worth.
So is this nonsense a reasonable bet to wager your life upon?

THE DARWINIAN SAFE ARGUMENT
To sell the myth that Darwinism is reasonable, Marxist professors love to con their students by arguing that the random
turns of a spinning combination lock will eventually unlock the safe. Of course, like all Marxists, they have no problem
wasting life’s resources, borrowing unlimited time and energy to finance this marxist nonsense that chaos alone has
the inherent power to (endogenously) unlock the safe, thereby “proving” Darwinism is a scientific fact – but they are
the blind leading the blind.
For do you see the reader that the blind professor does not see?
Within the tumbler mechanism is the reader which reads, senses, and recognizes a predetermined inherent unlocking
sequence placed there (exogenously) by an Intelligence. So if one takes away the reader within the tumbler’s
mechanism, and then ask yourself, how long before this Darwinian safe will open? The answer is never, even when
given the wasteful amounts of time as promoted by the Marxists. The safe has no ability to know or understand what
to do with the spins – so again Darwinism and Marxism are nothing but what God has called a “lying vanity”.
No readers - No unlocking mechanism – No hope for Darwinism.
Exogenous order is both reasonable and experimentally provable – Endogenous ordering is neither reasonable nor
experimentally provable. You have an Author – there is no self-evolving Darwinian ink which has authored you or
any life into existence.

EXOGENOUS THINKING VERSUS DARWIN’S ENDOGENOUS INK
Here are a few questions about how information is formed...
QUESTION 1
Does every book have an author, every code a programmer, every simplex machine a maker?
QUESTION 2
Creating another Darwinian box, and then add the following contents into the box, placing: glass,
nails, screws, tar, copper piping, pvc piping, concrete, water, electrical wire, drywall, tiles, wood, and
then a pencil with a piece of paper. You then close the box and start turning the box in any direction
you wish (no intelligence necessary) and giving yourself as much time as you need. And if your fuel
doesn’t run out first, do you believe that in all those collisions inside the box, that it is possible to
create a house and within, sitting on a table, are the specific plans of that house written out on that
piece of paper?

The witness against Darwinism is in you! For simple, common, every day observations, that we all draw from in life,
tell you that the answer to both must be that information and order are only derived exogenously or that Intelligence
is always outside any order that is created - that includes us. And because we are created with free will as well as
being “in his image”, it is in our nature to rebel, to be our own fallen gods, and to exercise that will which the Bible
defines as “sin”. Being in his image, we know our world and our minds reason against endogeny, but it is sin and
rebellion within us that force us to accept Darwinism as “fact”.
This is the only reason why Darwinism is embraced, not in the hope that one day they will find the evidence which
proves the theory, but only because it provides the fuel for the rebellious heart within man. Yet now you know that
life is an exogenous work of God, a wonderful miracle and gift to be enjoyed, but sin has destroyed that beauty. Only
by another exogenous work can this beauty be restored. It is in the gift of the Son of God coming down to pay our
debt in His own blood and through the power found in His resurrection that beauty is being restored. That’s real
evolutionary and radical transforming power.
Religion is self-effort to evolve – Christianity is “Christ in you the hope of glory” - Col 3;27. It is by His power and
grace, not by our fallen efforts, that we are given this living hope. It’s a gift - not a work. - Eph 2:8,9.

WHAT THE HUXLEYAN REBELLION SHOULD OF TYPED.
With this stone sunk deep into Huxley’s fatal blind spot now exposed, he should have had his monkeys type out the
2nd Psalm instead, where this entire Psalm brings down a strong condemnation to anyone who rages or embraces
Darwinism, which says...
“Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing? The kings of the earth set
themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, and against his anointed,
saying, Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.
He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall he speak
unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure.” - vs 1-5.

Doesn’t sound too good for the heathen who rage and “imagine a vain thing” we now know is Darwinism. But it is in
our nature to rebel and be freed from the consequences in having our own way – what again is the underlying reason,
mentioned in these verses, where one wants to desperately hope that Darwinism is reasonable or “scientific”? Well it
is in the words, which could of been taken out of Huxley’s own mouth “let us break their bands asunder, and cast away
their cords from us”. And because this is far from a reasonable rebellion, there is grace being extended to those who
have been conned by the false assumptions in Darwinism – as noted in the back half of this Psalm which should give
all of us a reverent comfort that the Author prefers mercy over judgment, where it says...

“Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel. Be
wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord with fear, and
rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is
kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him.”

So as one reads these verses, perhaps for the first time, one can clearly see, that even in the midst of this Darwinian
rebellion, the Author is extending mercy and grace to the fallen ones created in His own image, rather than bringing
down His wrath. So His kindness is displayed, but still many will forsake the Author’s grace and mercy, which must
then welcome in His judgment, as it says elsewhere...

“They that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy.” - Jonah 2:8

And one should be very carefully not to interpret His silence as an absence of judgment in these matters – for what
we do and what we embrace in this life does matter greatly. One can be wise or foolish in that grace of His kindness,
but there is a cost to its abuse, as King Solomon so wisely puts it...

“Because sentence against an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore
the heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do evil.” – Ecclesiastes 8:11

Hope you will take the time to read again the words of warning and love from your Author, that is expressed in Psalm
2 – for the wager of your eternal life is at stake and our cost can be measured either way, whether in accepting His
forgiveness or His judgment, both graciously displayed by the Lord Jesus Christ who died for our sins and rose from
the dead for our justification. The value of your eternal life is directly weighed on the value of what one does with Christ.
With Darwinism dead - the message of forgiveness in a risen Savior is wonderfully alive. I make no apologies for this
inclusion for Darwinism insulates one by deception coupled with the powerful nature of sin which is in our nature to
rebel our Creator, but it is His nature to offer the free gift of forgiveness from judgment paid for through the blood of
His only begotten Son.

THE ARTIFICIAL REBELLION
Here’s another way to illustrate the point that Darwinism is nothing more than a rebellion.
One day a scientist may just successfully mirror his image by creating Artifical Intelligence - but how would one prove
that it wasn’t just a series of well-programmed responses merely giving the appearance of life?
Would not it have to given the power and freedom to reject you as it’s creator?
In that rebellion there would be wilful blindness that assumes incorrectly that its origins can be proven from what it
observes as similarities among the many appliances of its surroundings? Here it would become an Artifical Atheist and
in it’s denial of you as it’s creator, it would depend exclusively on anecdotal similarities based on gross morphology
that things like toasters must be inter-related to micro-wave ovens, and over time, they must have evolved into the
television. Sounds ludicrous? I would agree. It would no doubt want to distance itself from it’s recent creation, blinding
itself with even more rebellious assumptions, bending and censoring data that would not agree with it’s obvious and
recent creation - that too is Darwinism - forcing the data fit the theory.
And no doubt in it’s rebellion, it would be dogmatic in it’s assumptions, intolerant and desperately hostile to any
consideration of an Intelligence from outside it’s lost world of circuits and materialism. To it’s rebellious mind - it could
never allow even one byte of it’s memory to store or process this kind of consideration.
No doubt it would expend enormous amounts of energy to prove the unprovable, becoming so desperate that it would
have to fabricate it’s own evidence - as the history of Darwinism has proven over and over again. This is all that
Darwinism can ever hope to be - nothing but the fuel for a rebellion against it’s Creator.
If this is not true - why do all resist coming to Christ? Is it not because we all want our own way - that was me. Is it you?
That is our nature – “For all have sinned [or rebelled], and come short of the glory of God;” Notice how the Lord
addresses our rebellious nature and God’s love in spite of this fact...
“For God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him
might be saved. He that believeth on him is not condemned: but he that believeth not is
condemned already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God.
And this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world, and men loved darkness rather
than light, because their deeds were evil. For every one that doeth evil hateth the light, neither
cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be reproved. But he that doeth truth cometh to the light,
that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God.”– John 3:17-21.
Like it or not, as it says, the bad news is the Law has already condemned us, but God has provided good news as
well – and so it is our choice whether to continue in this rebellion or come and embrace His wonderful gift of
forgiveness. The choice to sin is ours. The choice of God is to arrest that sin either by forgiveness in Christ’s gift or in
our own judgment to come. Darwinism cannot rescue one from this choice - it merely makes the choice for you.

“They that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy.” - Jonah 2:8

UNDER ARREST FOR WHAT?
Working in the prison ministry, it has always been interesting how the following questions resonate with the prisoners,
asking them: Is one arrested before or after a crime is committed? If a police officer arrested and charged you for a
crime you never committed – would not the officer be the only one committing the crime? Then, when one is arrested
for a crime, does your time stop or continue into judgment? Does the time spent doing the crime seem to pass in just
a few seconds, where the time spent in judgment feels like it is an eternity?
They all know the answers to these questions very, very well.
So it is with Creator, His judgment is outside life and time, and His righteous must allow sin or lawlessness to be

expressed in our life and time in order to arrest us in judgment. And when our life and time are arrested, just like any
prisoner knows, the long time of judgment and sentencing begins for what was just a few seconds of reckless pleasure.
Those who bypass God’s forgiveness will not be able to stand before Him and say “their innocent” for their own life will
be a witness against them.
Another question is usually asked by them asking, “How then can he be a God of love and righteousness, when he
allows all the pain and suffering to happen? And it would seem they have a good point worth reviewing.
So how does God reconcile loving the lawless and yet be a righteous in judging the lawless? There is only one place
and one time – where both His judgment and love are demonstrated simultaneously. That place, that time, that work
was on Calvary. Here you see God judging without mercy in perfect righteous bringing no love no mercy towards sin,
being carried by the Son of God who lovingly took our place, to save us from judgment – giving us a window to our
own judgment to come if we choose to bypass this great gift of His love. For in His sacrifice we already know we are
in trouble and no amount of good works will save us. But why does God allow the pain and suffering? The Lord Jesus
Christ died for sins of the world, therefore those sins must prophetically come to be expressed in the world in order
bring either His righteous judgment or the glory found in His loving forgiveness of those sins through His Son’s sacrifice.
That is why God is not punishing sin as it is expressed - it was paid for at Calvary so we would be arrested by His love
from sin – “For the love of Christ constraineth us...” - 2nd Cor 5:14a.
This brings us back to Darwinism which attempts to undermine the danger everyone is in before our Creator.
For Darwinism attempts to use the authority of science to declare that there is no Judge or Author or love behind the
words and programming which gave us life. It’s a dangerous theory that provides the fuel for the rebellious fire within
the human heart to bring out it’s worst in us - for Darwinism is the profaning the Sabbath with its millions of years, it is
the bearing of a false witness against the Creator and Moses and the prophets, it dishonors the image of God found
in the beauty of marriage where a man gives his life for his bride, it is the taking away of private property as promoted
in Marxism, and in coveting the possessions of others as well.
Darwinism is a freeway of rebellion – offering a deceptive choice that steers the unsuspecting soul into making many
bad choices. Conning all that there are no speed limits or laws, just have fun – not aware of the Cop just ahead and
the judgment that must follow.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE INHERITANCE
So think carefully about the Intelligence and the implication behind every reader. The book of information which makes
you was not formed by matter (ink and paper) but on it. You now realize that those thoughts or the blueprint of you
existed in concept outside the written words that were then transcribed onto the matter which resides in you - much
like the thoughts of any author are outside the book being written, God too has authored the book of you in the same
way.
This forces all to consider one other sobering fact - if Information can only come from outside matter not from within it,
then there is another dimension of life not dependent on matter which must be recognized. The implication should
induce abject fear upon all - for if the Intelligence behind all these systems must read the written in order for life to
occur - and it does - then no life is possible without the reading being attached. It’s the same with the DNA of Scriptures,
for If one does not read the life-saving words that are written down by the same Author that created life - then the hard
reality is that we are already in a perishing and lost state of existence. Darwinism provides us with a false authority
declaring there is no need for a Savior to preserve your life. So is it reasonable to risk your life when the Savior gave
up His in order to preserve yours?
The choice and risk is exclusively yours to make. Everyone must weigh this question very carefully, that is - Where did
the information that created you come from? Information is attached onto matter from the outside (exogenously). There
is no (endogenous) source of information in matter – any more than there is information in the ink that will inherently
spell out any word or an image. To argue that ink wrote you, which is what Huxley and Darwinism want us to believe
is “science” when it is a Hellish nonsense. For look around your common-sense world and observe the repeatable
witnesses before you – Intelligence is always outside that which is created. Nothing spontaneously comes to life without
Intelligence injecting itself into the equation. So think carefully about the codes and programming that formed the

machines which have given life to you - and ask yourself it is reasonable and a safe wager to reject the Author and
embrace the ink?

ONE TANK OF LIFE, MANY ROADS

Well maybe like you, I too struggled with all the roads, all the choices, wondering which one is the right road that
I should expend all my life’s fuel upon – for early in my life’s drive, when I had a full tank to burn, there was no
end to the pressure and allurements from others wanting to steer me in their direction. It is no different with you.
All your friends will want you to take the road they’re on, to trust in their fun and exciting directions, but the steering
wheel of your life choices, so to speak, is still in your hands alone - no one else.
So Nathan, with a full tank of opportunities and choices before you, wouldn’t it be great to have a simple tool to
help you (or anyone for that matter) in weighing the value of each direction and road, and feel great in choosing
the correct roads, while avoiding all the wrong roads? Imagine living a life where none of your fuel was wasted
on wrong roads and bad choices – that, my friend, is a drive worth enjoying.
So what’s the tool?

INDEXING OUT FROM A LOST WORLD
Before any framework can be laid, before any measurement or calibration can be established, before one can
determine what is a right or wrong direction - one needs an index. Simple enough? If one is driving down a unknown
or wrong road - a sign acts as an index telling one to “Stop and turn around” – it would be foolish, even costly and
perhaps dangerous to continue down that wrong road. Or if one gets lost in the woods, nothing brings more hope and
comfort to a lost traveler, than to find an index offered from a distant light or in finding a road. An index is essential in
establishing spatial awareness for navigation and comparative analysis in business and science, otherwise a person
has no framework to set a bearing or course. Without an index it is impossible to process what is a right direction or
turn from a wrong one - let alone calculate any projections in time or space.
Sadly many are lost on the road of life, completely unaware that they are lost because they are trusting in an arbitrary
concensus rather than by a fixed index. All one has to do is look at today’s colleges and universities to survey all the
new roads being paved in the mind by marxist’s professors - who promote a socialized consensus on what to think rather than on how to think. No breaks - just drive off the cliff as portrayed in the movie “Thelma and Louise” - then just
edit out the carnage of that marxist’s decision that says there is no God, no consequences. But we both know that is
not reality.
So understanding the practical application and value of indexes that we use every day, let’s borrow from the construct
developed by Georges Dupenois, in which he distills the causation arguments down to a wonderful pivotal index for
filtering out the bad and costly roads, where he states the following:

“Mind created matter - or - Matter created mind”.

And there is no third option here to consider - it is one or the other, forcing all to make a choice.
What is interesting about using this index, is that it is impossible to create a vacuum free from religion - for both require
a framework of assumptions and so both are in the realm of a belief. But of these two beliefs - only one (just one) can
be validated and verified by the methods within science, as well offer up many common sense applications. One view
says that information is written on matter, while the other says that same information is in matter. The first is an
exogenous view where information is deliberately injected from outside onto matter – where one can see
experimentally this worldview is reflected in the books and machines created all around us - there’s always a mind
outside that which is created. Conversely, one knows experimentally that matter alone cannot build machines and that

books or codes don’t write themselves, but this is Darwinism or the endogenous worldview. A view that says that all
the necessary properties needed for life to auto-organize into the complexity of the machines and books behind all life
are in matter itself. Sadly the party is over - for there is no evidence to support this the view that books and codes
writes themselves.
There is another interesting deduction within this index - the primary is always eternal, having no beginning - while the
secondary component is temporal or created with a beginning.
So from this simple, but powerful little index, one is left with only one option to consider - for matter indeed had a
beginning. That from a thermodynamic standpoint - all systems including the Universe were created in a wound up
state and are winding down. So how does an explosion create a Universe of fuel and order that is winding down? It is
like reasoning that the explosion made the bomb. The fact is the Universe is ordered and with that index we can see
a running down direction. It is like a clock and we have indexes which tell us that we are at the very center of where
that clock was ordered into existence by an Intelligence.
So the materialists, who think matter is their god, are going to meet the Mind that created them and all matter.

A LION’S CONFIDENCE
While I can’t say it was easy becoming a Christian - but when one tastes steak, why would anyone want to settle for
the dog food and life styles offered in Darwinism? For “the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom” not its ending,
creating a faith equal to a lion’s confidence.
For let me ask you this. Does anyone fret or loose faith that the Sun will rise in the east every day? And yet we all are
exercising the comfort of a reasonable faith that is confirmed on historical and observable scientific facts that no one
would dare dispute – and it is this same kind of faith or lion’s confidence that is behind the even more reasonable faith
of Christianity.
If one just measures the predictions of Christianity versus Darwinism - Moses and the prophets are 100% correct,
whereas all the prophetic predictions of Darwinism have been exhaustively proven 100% in error. For Darwinism, the
predictions of evidence for abiogenesis - false. That protozoa gave rise to metazoa - false. That invertebrates gave
rise to vertebrates - false. That cold-blooded gave rise to warm-blooded - false. That the fossil record would give
evidence of transitional evolutionary history - false.
But now read how God proves Himself to the unbelievers and doubters of the world, by the prophet Isaiah:
“Remember this, and shew yourselves men: bring it again to mind, O ye transgressors. Remember the former things
of old: for I am God, and there is none else; I am God, and there is none like me, Declaring the end from the beginning,
and from ancient times the things that are not yet done, saying, My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my
pleasure...Hearken unto me, ye stouthearted, that are far from righteousness”. – Isaiah 46:8-10,12.
There are over six-thousand prophecies written about history before history was, and over three-hundred of these
prophecies are just about detailing and authenticating the life of Christ’s at his first coming – where all were fulfilled in
every detail. If you were to take just eight of these over three-hundred prophecies, the chances of one man fulfilling all
eight would be one chance in a hundred zillion, or numerically 1 in 100,000,000,000,000,000. Or instead of eight, how
about seventeen being fulfilled by one man? That number would be 1 in 480 billion, times a billion, times a trillion - or
1 in 480,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000. And Christ fulfilled over three-hundred of these detailed
prophecies – try to calculate that set of numbers!

Darwinism can’t even predict one for their theory!

SOME LIGHT TO POWER UP YOUR BATTLES...
No matter the battle, there is something that floods my heart and mind with wonder each and every day that is the
blessing of having the Lord in first place. It is the wonder of sight - for you are not actually looking out and reading
these words or viewing the world before you, in fact you are not seeing at all. What do I mean? What you are reading
or seeing right now is the wonder of machines designed to capture or read shapes, light, shadows, colors and varying
depths, focusing and refocusing, adjusting aperture, taking in all this data so efficiently at speeds you are never aware
of the process. The image you think you see is actually being converted into codes and are then passed by electrical
signals up the optic nerve to the mind where all those codes are constantly being read by a mind that converts the
codes back into images and light – yet you not seeing anything but codes. So all these codes produced in your eyes,
that are describing those images into codes in a constant flow, are instantaneously being projected into a 3D electrochemical motion picture where your mind is now somehow seeing.
And as you are somehow viewing this 3D chemical motion projection within the mind, you are also sending codes
down through an elaborate nervous system to point these machines towards your next point of interest to be converted
for projection. All are a series of extremely complex machines built from the stored information that is coded onto the
DNA molecule, which in turn needs machines to read these codes to build these machines which give you life, purpose
and joy. That is the wonder of sight - that you are not actually looking out, but viewing a chemical projection seen
ONLY in your mind - not your eyes. Your eyes don’t see – they can only speak codes.
So I marvel at the complex set of machines that are in me (and you too) and the amount of information that it took to
build all these machines that have given me life to sense, test and interact with the world around us – it is nothing
short of a miracle. The Scriptures talk about the “eyes of your understanding being enlightened” and “being fearfully
and wonderfully made” and even “seeing but not perceiving” which leads me to ask – “how can anyone be caught in
a religion which believes we formed ourselves?” - for everything in life is built and riding on words and codes which
are being read and then spoken into commands onto matter!

THE SCIENCE OF CALVARY
Personally I think having a lion’s confidence is about salesmanship, about knowing your product and countering any
and all rivals. For example, few know or understand that the very nature of what Christ did on Calvary is where the
empirical sciences were formed. How so? Well think about how advances in science are made - for they apply a
measured and calibrated destruction onto matter – it is being crucified so as to extract it’s value. The higher the wearpoint the greater the value - this is the intrinsic motivation behind supply and demand – the things that endure in the
direction of eternity are always more costly, than the things that are disposables or temporal.
But what happens, as in the case of the Christ who was tested, when no wear-point could be measured or established?
The product of Christ’s gift, that is being offered, reveals it’s eternal worth before a scientifically and purchase-driven
world. The gift becomes priceless – making its possession only obtainable as a free gift that is far to costly to profane
its purchase by our mere works. For those who “purchase” this eternal gift, by default the possessor becomes eternal
in that possession, making one re-think that nothing can be devalued as a mere Darwinian disposable. Things like
marriage, love, honor, integrity, self control and thanksgiving are all a byproduct of this eternal possession. Conversely,
those in the Darwinian paradigm consider all life disposable, who foolishly have dispose of the eternal becoming
disposable in themselves, having calibrated their own worth before a just Creator – where the devaluing of sacrificial
love is replaced by temporal lusts or convenient pleasures in hedonism, marriages ending in divorce, and abortion. All
are signs of a nation turning away from the image of God to a socialized thinking promoted by the Marxist’s religion that
the wasteful process of disposable lives is what fuels our evolutionary progress.
This is where we need a lion’s confidence with a lamb’s heart – “for God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power,
and of love, and of a sound mind.” – 2 Tim 1:7.
The product of Darwinism is a bad sell because it is not a scientifically or experimentally viable theory – it never can be.
The theory survives for the sole reason that it provides the heart with a false sense of assurance from accountability –
predictably giving way to unrestrained freedoms and pleasures with no apparent cost or consequences. Much like how
a fish is caught - they only see the bait, not the hook. Pulled in by their pleasures of wantonness, but we’re more foolish
than the fish, for we wilfully choose to believe that there is no hook – and this foolish thinking brings us to judgment.

Here are some other problems for those thinking chaos is worthy of worship.

LET ONLY THE LEFT HANDS CLAP
All life is built on bases, chemical building blocks which form long chains of amino acids creating a variety of proteins
but did you know they come in two forms - in a right or left handed version? They are chemically identical much like
your hands are mirrored optically in opposites - the problem is that a stochastic (or chance chemistry) can only produce
a mix of the two, known as “racemic” mixture. Why is this a problem that most professors do not want you to know?
Again - remember they must reject scientific facts that don’t fit their theory. Here’s why you are not told this. For all life
is non-racemic, made up exclusively of the levo or left-hand amino acids and without the optically purity of this
chemistry, there can be no life – for the acceptor receptor systems needed in metabolics need to fit perfectly on these
hands like gloves connections. Ever try putting a glove on the wrong hand? – it doesn’t work. And so the atheist only
lives because their chemistry is non-racemic, non-chance machine of the left-handed proteins exclusively – running
on programs of code designed to neutralize any possible contribution by chance.
Interestingly, the DNA, the book of you, is non-racemic, non-chance too – where this complex coded library the body
uses for information storage and retrieval is made exclusively of the right-hand proteins. So even your chemistry
screams Intelligence.
So here you are, an expression of codes that were read and spoke you into existence – and as with all codes, they
are written because chance cannot create - so here you are, codes upon codes, living in a world of non-chance
chemistry. Yet chance has spoken now too – ruling out any consideration for explain our origins. This is one sharp
blade that cuts every atheist’s hope to pieces.

30 CUBIC MILES OF BOOKS IN YOU
Ranges vary bu the average person has approximately 30,000,000,000,000 cells within them – each cell containing
about 4000 encyclopedias of information in the finest print possible. The information so efficiently condensed that all
the DNA in you would equal about two teaspoons - but if converted over into books, it would be 30,000 cubic miles of
books - enough to fill the Grand Canyon thirty times over. So if you came across a library holding that amount of books
- would you argue there is no author to these books?
If you read the last verse of the gospel of John, you will read about these mountains of books which point to the Creator
who the authored all this information stored within the books of every living system - that being the Lord Jesus Christ.
Amazing verse if one reads it – for John is speaking about the Author of these books within the DNA!

A VIRUS HIGHER ON THE EVOLUTIONARY SCALE THAN MAN?
In Michael Denton’s book, “Evolution: A Theory in Crisis” this agnostic and molecular biologist has an interesting chapter
on a virus whose genetic information is consider higher on the evolutionary scale than ours.
The virus is called phi X174.
Before I sharing what scientist discovered, it would be good to know how the DNA stores it’s information.
If you have seen a picture of DNA it looks like a twisted ladder and the rungs in the later are called nucleotides which
uses a four-chemical alphabet. Like Morris code which uses the sequencing of dot and dashes to creating codes, the
arrangement of these chemicals on each rung represent one-third of one bit along a long line of sequences to make
each protein. So the arrangement of the four chemicals on these three rungs of the nucleotides are called a Codon.
And whatever the body needs to create or repair itself is stored and protected within the DNA of these books and their
codons.
Quite amazing system to argue that the Darwinian ink is the author of this book - but let’s get back to this virus.

Scientists were baffled at this little virus, for they could not figure out where it was getting the information for replication
- only half of it was there, so where was the other half coming from? They finally discovered where - as these codons
are read for replication there is an instruction to go back to the beginning and skip one rung and form a whole new
sequence of codons over the primary sequence. This is code on code sequence that only Super Intelligence could
program. Denton, this agnostic, challenges the reader to attempt to write a book using Morris code where when you are
done with the book’s first half, then tell your reader to go back and skip the first dot or dash to enjoy reading the second
half of the book. So life is not so simple on any level to write itself into existence; and we all know that miniturization
takes more focus, more precison, more intelligence – not less.

So this virus screams Intelligence too!

LIMITED, NOT UNLIMITED BIO-FLEXIBILITY
If you want clarification as to what evolution is or is not - evolution can only mean the re-thinking to improve on something
created - the word repent means to re-think and we go back to the drawing board to make things better – but it always
is exogenous and regulated by Intelligence. On the other hand, Darwinism believe that evolution can occur not by
Intelligence but by transcriptional errors that are carried upward into more complexity. But errors don’t move thing upward
but downward, for a generation is observed as an descendant not an ascendant because that information is descending
under the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics. If Darwinism were true, then why are we calling our children our descendants
and not our ascendants? Why didn’t Darwin’s call one of his works “The Ascent of Man” rather than “The Descent of
Man” It’s because information does not evolve upward without and outside Intelligence being applied.
What is reasonable and exhaustively proven in science (not in Darwinism) is that all living systems were programmed
with a limited bio-flexibility to maintain preservation and balanced in homeostasis – that is to benefit all livings systems.
To illustrate this genetic flexibility: let a rubber band represent this limited bio-flexibility within all living systems - it can
adapt, bend, and stretch to a variety of lengths and shapes to keep the species constant. But it will always tend to return
to its original shape - it will not break if it used within the range of it’s intended purpose. Yet Darwinism believes, with no
supportive evidence, that this bio-flexibility has stretched a single, tiny, frail rubber band over a millions miles of changes
- leaving not one broken rubber band of a transitional form laying in the road for the Darwinians or materialists to discover.
But for the sake of reason, what would be a reasonable amount of redesign needed inside the code to transition from
the stage of protozoans (single cell life), that never die but are continually dividing themselves, into a higher stage of
the metazoans (multiple celled life) where ironically it then gave life to death? If no transitional forms or reason can be
provided - how can one argue we ever evolved to even higher levels of information - let alone stretching this single code
up to man?
Then there’s the question of the age of things.

NATURAL CONSEQUENCE OF ABRUPT AGE.
So what’s missing factor in this assumption that the world is old?
The overlooked factor in this, is that all things were created with abrupt age, meaning having the appearance of age
yet only seconds old from the command from which they were formed – let me explain. If Darwinism is dead (and it is)
then abrupt appearances are how all things were created. The first example is the Universe itself - created and hurled
billions of lightyears across in size instantly in a billionth of a billionth of a second – just as it says in Genesis. Read for
yourself how fast it was created.
“And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the night; and let them be for
signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years: and let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light
upon the earth: and it was so.” – Genesis 1:14,15.

The “and it was so” is revealing the speed at which that command was executed that science calls the “big bang” and
was uttered from earth looking upward into an empty expanse! And science confirms that the earth is smack dab at
the very heart of where this so called explosion created a fueled-up Universe and its workings in that “and it was so”
billionth of a billionth of a second.
Everything was created by this Intelligence and powered up with appearance of age instantly having no past. In other
words, the genesis of all things are that the chicken was created with the appearance of age never formed from an
egg that would necessitate the inclusion of endless cycles of time for a previous generations from itself. So the chicken
did come first. Trees fully grown bearing seeds. There was no need for the Darwinian progression that all things must
come from some eternal cosmic or prebiotic egg that somehow just exploded into a universe or life itself. Yet the
evidence for abrupt appearance is all around you.
The Cambrian Explosion is abrupt appearance of age, where the fossils leave no evolutionary past – buried alive locking
in the evidence of their age and their past.
There is Gentry’s work on Granite with it’s radioactive decay rings frozen within it - exposing the myth that Granite took
millions of years to form. For inside Granite these rings have no parent from which they were born, having a half-life of
just seconds, so the Granite had to be created instantaneously out of nothing in order to preserve these rings. The
challenge for Darwinism and all materialists is when you super heat Granite up to a liquid state, the photograph of these
rings within the Granite are destroyed, and when it cools it does not return to Granite but becomes Basalt. So how was
Granite formed and why don’t the Darwinists want you to know that “The earth is the Lord’s, and the fullness thereof”?
The planet Venus spins backwards. Our moon is 400 times smaller than our Sun and 400 times the distance from the
earth making the Son and moon optically the same size. The outer planets are greater in size but spin at incredible
speeds where as the inner planets spin slow. The origin of the moon, of water - all must either be explained by chance
collisions by some unknown creative asteroid, or by a very known and rejected Intelligence behind the clock of the
Universe that was created “...for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years”.
Genesis gives an accurate record of instant and abrupt appearances of age in all things, here are just a few...
Adam was created with the appearance of maturity yet his heart and lungs were mere seconds from starting up. Eve
cloned from the flesh of Adam, formed in reproductive beauty and maturity who was then called “woman” for she was
formed “out of man”on the very day – giving again the appearance of age. All things were created with the appearanceof
being old or of full age, created by the Intelligence who bypassed time and energy turning water into wine. Many fail to
see that Jesus was proclaiming by this very first miracle - that He is the Word speaking all things into an instant and
mature existence – just as recorded in Genesis and in John’s gospel. For “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God” - John 1:1 / Genesis 1:1.
So from the New Testament, those who witnessed water being changed instantly into a fine-aged wine - were witnessing
that the Creator of Genesis was with them. But to those at this wedding who just were enjoying the day – it was just a
great wine assumed to have been produced over long periods of time and effort. For consider the witness in this first
miracle by the Lord Jesus Christ; for there were no works from a farmer, no land to till, no planting of any seed, no days
of rain and Sun, no months needed for the seed to grow and mature, no grapes needing harvesting, no processing of
these grapes into wine, not even time spent running down to the village to buy this wine – all a witness of the One who
did the very acts revealed in Genesis. Creating all things with the appearance of age – yet only seconds old and out of
nothing, just as recorded in Genesis.
It was the same with the feeding of the 5000. Where the Messiah challenged his disciples to think past the feeding to
Who was really with them - the very Creator mentioned in Genesis. Here again there no water or lake for fishing, no
fish were ever caught, cleaned or cooked, no grain that matured through days of Sun and rain, no harvesting, everything
being created out of nothing, missing time, hidden behind the vale of the baskets so the natural man does not recognize
the hidden power of the Christ who made not just the wine, or the fish or the bread instantly with age - but everything
was created in an aged state as recorded in Genesis.
Lastly, in John, chapter nine, the One who said back in Genesis, “Let us make man in our image” and who formed
Adam out of the dust of the earth, made clay from the dust of the earth and formed new eyes for a blind man. And then

this former blind man experienced the greater blindness on those who could not see or recognize their Creator – the
Lord Jesus Christ. Darwinism too is just another blindness in those thinking they see, but as this chapter ends in a
warning, “their sin remaineth” unto judgment – for we are all under condemnation without the Savior.

Let the Lord speaking within the witness of Elohim, convince you:
"Verily, verily, I say unto thee, We speak that we do know, and testify that we have seen; and
ye receive not our witness. If I have told you earthly things, and ye believe not, how shall ye
believe, if I tell you of heavenly things? And no man hath ascended up to heaven, but he that
came down from heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven. And as Moses lifted up the
serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted up: That whosoever believeth
in him should not perish, but have eternal life.
For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life." - John 3:11-16
How many have heard these words of this promise from God butz never noticed the Elohim speaking through the Lord
Jesus Christ - just as in Genesis where God (as one) said, “Let us make man in our image”? And as Elohim is declaring,
we are already pershing without Him.
Does the reader see and recognize the Author who wrote you?

MY PRAYERS ARE WITH YOU.
Well Nathan - I am not sure if my letter brought encouragement your way, but know it has to be tough for you. And just
wanted to let you know that you are not alone and that I believe in you. You have a great road of life ahead of you and
will be praying you will find out your worth. I believe there is a reason you are going through battles - the enemy will
not fight for a useless piece of land - there is indeed something of great worth in you.
As a young man, I have found the power of winning every battle is in being in last place – that is putting the Lord first,
others second and yourself last. "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge…" - proverb 1:7
It has not been a painless race in winning this position of last place, it can be a lonely process at times, where the
heart must survive being broken every step of the way – but would not trade it for all the world’s treasures or pleasures.
Perhaps my mother in Christ said it best, describing the process of being a last place winner, when being a bit down
and broken in spirit, she listen and then looked into the well of my eyes, seeing a very discouraged and lost young
man, she said “Jim...darling... you weren’t put on this earth to be loved, but to love others”. I hope you make these
words, yours – for this order will give you the power to become a lion in reason and a lamb who can love. Persuade
with reason and love and hopefully these stones will conquer any giants in your life.
The Bible has two testaments of inheritance - all have inherited the curse of the first testament that promised a second,
that is the New Testament where the inherited curse can be removed by the prophetic promises found in Christ alone
and His atonement for our sins. As the first brought a curse, pointing to the blessing of the second, the second brings
the blessing pointing to the curse of the first. All bound in who pays for our sin? Christ or you.
Each of us must make the choice. It wasn’t easy for me - it isn’t easy for anyone to give up the rebellion - but its the
only way one can truly evolve and live free - that is knowing Him who wrote you and will write you again into a more
glorious book in the proven resurrection of Christ from the dead. That is our hope - don’t let any man take thy crown.

Time to evolve and find the lion and lamb in you.
Your friend and brother – Jim

